


A very clear and succinct introduction. 
This leaves the reader in no doubt about 
what is to come. Aside from unnecessary 
embellishment (which is inadvisable) an 
introduction is also able to give the 
reader a steer towards the kinds of 
conclusions that the essay will draw the 
reader to make.



This is called colloquial (or idiomatic) 
usage. I don't dispute your desire to 
explain the concept of colloquial 
language use, but the word guide of the 
essay suggests you might be better to 
assume the reader's understanding of 
the term and move more quickly to how 
you believe it functions in the types of 
text provided.

The notion of the re-cycling of words 
and terms definitely warrants a mention. 
Had you considered the relationship 
between the word 'bruv' and the word 
'guv' from cockney slang? 

Demonstrating an additional level of 
sophistication - discussing the idea of 
terms like 'innit' representing a need in 
the speaker for reassurance.



Very convincing argument, well 
supported with specific examples

This use of 'k' to mean different things 
depending on tone and context will be 
interesting when it is explored in the 
context of text communication

The understanding of the difference 
between visual decoding and phonic 
decoding of language is highly advanced 
and takes your work beyond the scope 
even of what we covered in our 
classroom preparation. This is a clear 
example of excellence in your English 
work



This continues the analysis by using 
detailed exemplification and maintains a 
confident and natural written style

These words also denote a certain social 
situation, age and location profile to the 
speaker/texter
Stylistically it would be better to refer to 
'dominance' rather than 'domination' 
which is a term more commonly 
reserved for totalitarian leaders and 
others seeking to subjugate others via 
coercive means.



Nice topic sentence, leading the reader 
into a new realm of analysis with clarity 
and ease; however these is little factual 
analysis of this idea - it needs to be 
supported by fully developed examples 
and explanations thereof

This is all true, but specific examples are 
needed.

This arises from the fact that the 
conversations are both interpersonal and 
spontaneous. (two useful terms)



It would be interesting to hear your 
opinion on the subtle differences 
between a reported laugh (lol) and a real 
one.

Is it the case that people have come to 
tend to over-use facial expressions, tone 
of voice and gesture to the extent that 
they have lost all meaning?

Very good observation. 



Simply put, it is arguably HARDER to say 
"DPMO" than "don't piss me off" and thus 
it must have a secondary motive to be 
specifically used. 

As with many idioms it is often used to 
demonstrate a belonging to a certain 
group or culture.

Insightful, natural reasoning.

Nice use of the many layers of the word 
'monotone'

I enjoyed your extensive use of 
metaphor in this conclusion and it made 
sense to introduce this change of 
register to support the point you were 
making. Brilliant work.



This is an outstanding piece of analytical work. You have demonstrated a sophisticated 
appreciation of the mechanisms of spoken and multi-modal language and expressed 
these in a style that is both clear and natural. Your selection of examples was accurate 
without being over-bearing and your editorialising was restricted to the domains of the 
essay (primarily the conclusion) where it is most suitably placed. 

Your whole piece both demonstrated your understanding and represents a useful piece 
of analytical writing about a subject that is still very much in progress. As such you are 
contributing to the 'wider knowledge' on the subject.

To develop your work further you may wish to:

Refer to a wider range of examples with greater precision and dedicate a little more of 
your time to the anaysis thereof. Many English assessments demand some element of 
formal language analysis, and thus your considerable skill in this area should be put to 
the best possible e!ect.
Use the introduction of your essay as an opportunity not only to restate the question 
but also to propose your 'thesis' (your over-riding answer) to it.
Gain a better balance between defining the terms and processes you are examining and 
their actual examination.

Grade: 19/20: Band 5 - outstanding.


